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WHAT ARE EASY-DIAM®PADS? 

 
EASY-DIAM® restoration pads are based 

in a new technology which consists in 

the application of a special resin mixed 

with high-abrasivity diamond powder 

which becomes integrated among the 

fiber filaments of the pad, shaping 

three or four diamond sectors, regularly 

disposed over the working side of the 

pad, and infiltrated inside up to 5 mm. 

deep. 

This  composition allows the pad to 

work in a totally flexible way on all kind 

of marble floors,  adapting itself to all 

the irregularities of the surface, and  

completely avoiding the risk of breaking 

or detaching the diamond parts. 

EASY-DIAM® restoration system 

consists in three discs of high, medium 

and low grinding power, with the 

following characteristics 

 
PAD #1 (red sectors): highly abrasive 

pad to be used on very damaged 
marble or terrazzo floors, will remove 

deep scratches, stains and other 
imperfections from the surface. 
 

PAD #2 (yellow sectors): medium 
abrasive pad for the removal of  small 

and light scratches and those made by 
pad #1, leaving a completely smooth 

and well prepared surface. 
 

PAD #3 (blue sectors): low abrasive 

pad for the final polishing work, 

enhancing the natural colours of the 

marble and providing a highly brilliant 

finish, also used for daily maintenance. 

 

 

 

WICH EASY-DIAM®PADS SHOULD I USE? 

 
 

The pads should be successively used, 
following the numerical order 1 – 2 - 3. 
Start with pad #1 on damaged floors 

and with pad #2 on slightly worn floors.  
 

 

Afterwards, always use pad #3 for 
finishing.  For daily maintenance of 
polished floors which don’t require a 

deep restoration, just use pad #3. 
 

 
WHAT MACHINE CAN I USE? 

 
EASY-DIAM® pads are made in the 

most usual diameters and can be used 
with any of the floor polishing machines 

available in the market.  

They can work into a range speed from 

150 rpm up to 400 rpm.  Pad #3 can be 
also used with auto-scrubbing machines 

for fast maintenance of large areas. 
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HOW CAN I USE EASY-DIAM®PADS 

 
PADS #1 Y #2 

1- Spread some water on the area 
to treat. 

2- Fit the pad on the driving plate of 
the polishing machine and make 
successive passes in both vertical 

and horizontal ways covering an 
area of aprox. 2 sq. meters, at 

the rate of one minute per 
square meter. (*) 

3- Once finished the work, vacuum 
all the mud and ensure that no 
residues remain on the floor 

before starting with the following 
pad. 

DISCO #3 

Use it in the same way as pads #1 and 
#2 but without spreading water on the 

floor.  Just buff the surface until 
achieving the required brilliant finish. 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

HOW CAN I KEEP EASY-DIAM®PADS ALWAYS IN GOOD CONDITIONS? 

 
Immediately after finishing the work, 
always clean the pads with water to 

remove all the residues and to avoid 
their solidification into the diamond 

and/or fiber parts of the pad, which 
would decrease its abrasive capacity for 

later uses. 

The pads keep their abrasive capability 
until the diamond parts (coloured 

sectors) are completely gone. 
 

 
 

 
 
(*) The working time per square meter is an orientate ratio.  It may changes 

depending on the hardness of the surface, level of deterioration, type of machine 

used, etc. 
 

SIZES AVAILABLE: 

 

 

DIAMETER 
 DIAMOND 

SECTORS  

Ø300mm Ø12’’ 3 

Ø330mm Ø13’’ 3 

Ø410mm Ø16’’ 3 

Ø430mm Ø17’’ 3 

Ø460mm Ø18’’ 4 

Ø500mm Ø20’’ 4 

 


